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Greenpoint Technologies Celebrates Annual Teamwork Award
Kirkland, WA – 25 March 2014 – Greenpoint Technologies, a premier VIP completions center for
Boeing Business Jets (BBJ), celebrates annual Teamwork Award and recognizes the 2014 winner,
Senior Payroll Specialist Ben Didier.
Greenpoint perceives Teamwork as a necessity to accomplish and deliver highly complex programs
on‐time. It is the cornerstone value that keeps the team’s focus on the end goal and is the
foundation of the company’s success. Ben Didier considers teamwork an essential element, “It is
absolutely necessary in building great rapport with fellow teammates. Offering help, even though I
may have a full workload, is not only valuable to the person or group, but in a selfish way makes me
feel good that I could lessen their burden.” In his words, “Great teamwork happens through
respect for one another, even if you disagree. I may have a difference of opinion at times but I make
sure it never gets in the way of our mutual goal.”
As the award winner Didier receives a $1,000 check, a desk trophy and his name added to the
Teamwork plaque in Greenpoint’s main lobby.

CEO and President Scott Goodey with 2014 Teamwork Award Recipient Ben Didier

Greenpoint Technologies is a premier BBJ Completion Center, creating superior aircraft products
and VIP completions exclusively for Boeing aircraft. Greenpoint provides turnkey VIP completions

with an exemplary 99% on‐time delivery rate in over 25 years of private ownership. The Greenpoint
company umbrella encompasses all disciplines in‐house from engineering and design to
manufacturing and installation of VIP interiors; enabling manufacture of interiors structure, VIP
cabinetry, custom machined parts and aircraft heavy maintenance. The company embodies a
continuous improvement culture reflected in its lean operations, positive client surveys and
extremely low attrition rate. Strategic goals focus on the client experience by incorporating quality,
commitment and craftsmanship into every program. To learn more about Greenpoint Technologies,
visit www.greenpnt.com.
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